Lebanon WAP Cover Types ‐ NH F&G vs. Derived
Wildlife Action Plan
Cover Type

# Units

Acres

# Units

Acres

6

32.10

62

311.65

72

268.84

51

403.62

0

0.00

86

756.27

Forest Floodplain

10

248.92

18

78.24

Grasslands

24

2442.57

39

778.82

Upland Scrub

0

0.00

99

633.82

Rocky Ridge/Talus Slope

0

0.00

13

1.47

11

123.00

1

25.15

4

262.23

10

558.88

Appalachian Oak‐Pine

60

5769.27

25

1236.83

Hemlock‐Hardwood‐Pine

67

11985.31

37

13627.11

2

521.70

424

862.18

Peatlands
Marshes/Wet Shrublands

Chapter IV: Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
A. OVERVIEW
Lebanon’s wildlife species are almost completely de‐
pendent on the natural fabric of rock, soil, water, and
plants described above. Very few have the capability of
reorganizing their habitat, or permanently relocating
to a new home. Birds, bears, and bees, unlike Homo
sapiens who wear clothes, travel about in vehicles and
live in well constructed houses, are utterly reliant
upon Nature for food, shelter, and reproductive oppor‐
tunity. It is the mix and variability of these last three
elements – what animals eat, where they rest, and how
they procreate, that determines their success and vi‐
ability as a species.
Wildlife habitat is defined as the place where these
three elements occur. For most species, this place is
fairly small, i.e. less than an acre or two. This is cer‐
tainly true for nearly all of the estimated 14,000 species
of invertebrates in New Hampshire. But for the 450 +/‐
vertebrate species that occur in the state, habitat size
can be quite a bit larger, for example, over 4,000 acres
for moose, and more than two continents for many
birds that winter in South America and come back
north to breed in summer.
One of the first tasks undertaken by this Phase II NRI
project was to better understand what types of wildlife
habitat exists in Lebanon and where they can be
found. In 2005, the NH Fish & Game Department com‐
pleted an initial mapping of wildlife habitat in the
state of New Hampshire with the intent of helping
conserve species at risk.1
1 http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Wildlife/wildlife_plan.htm

Derived

Forested Wetlands

Lowland Spruce‐fir
Northern Hardwood‐Conifer

Water Bodies (Lakes/Ponds)

TOTAL
Other Habitat^

21653.94

19274.04

45

17.46

0

0.00

Other Agricultural Land

0

0.00

138

635.98

Roads & Buffers

8

136.63

1

5129.32

Developed

1

4607.16

1

1375.85

TOTAL ACRES

26415.19

26415.19

^ Includes forest types < 5 acres, shrubland, grassland < 25 acres, cleared or disturbed land
cover, or light residential development

Table 5. Comparison of Lebanon habitat (cover) types as
published by the Wildlife Action Plan (NH Fish & Game 2005)
versus those derived by the project team from field surveys
and aerial photograph interpretation. For road buffer set‐
backs, see next page.

The Wildlife Action Plan or WAP contained a series of
habitat maps for the entire state. The basic map in‐
cluded 20 habitats (including “Developed” and
“Other”), each of which was mapped using aerial pho‐
tography or satellite imagery. In Lebanon, these habi‐
tat maps were downloaded early in the project and
used as baseline data for subsequent field surveys. For
areas where roadside or off‐road fieldwork was com‐
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pleted, the habitat maps were updated with GPS‐based
information. For areas that did not receive any field
surveys, the habitat maps were updated using the high
resolution aerial photographs flown by the City in
2007. The map on the previous page illustrates the re‐
sults of these data enhancements to the WAP‐based
habitat map of Lebanon.
In all, a total of 11 wildlife habitat types recognized by
the WAP were found in Lebanon (water bodies were
not included in the above map). Forested wetlands, as
described under Chapter III, were added as a result of
field surveys and aerial photo interpretation. The table
on the previous page compares each type as deter‐
mined by the state (WAP) versus by the natural re‐
sources inventory. Below the 11 basic types is the
“Other Habitat” category, which for the WAP included
a combination of the following: forest types < 5 acres,
shrublands, grasslands < 25 acres, cleared or disturbed
land cover, and light residential areas. For the Phase II
NRI some of these “Other” types were identified sepa‐
rately. For example, shrublands, active agricultural ar‐
eas and all grasslands > .5 acres were determined from
either field surveys, from aerial photograph interpreta‐
tion, or both. The Upland Scrub category yielded a total
of 633 acres.2 Other Agricultural Land yielded 636 acres
of habitat that did not involve grasslands such as
cropped hayfields or fallow fields.
These 633 acres were treated separately because of
their difference in value in attracting one or more of
the “grassland birds” such as meadowlark, savannah
sparrow, or grasshopper sparrow. Finally, roadways
and their buffers were treated separately from other
developed land because of their significant impact on
fragmenting wildlife habitat. Road buffers were calcu‐
lated on the basis of observed traffic levels, which
roughly corresponded to the Class of Roadway as fol‐
2

Owing to its importance for certain species of wildlife, the
upland scrub cover type has since been recognized by NH Fish &
Game and is included in the March 2010 cover type map update.
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lows:
Road Class

Buffer Distance from Centerline

Class 1 Roads (e.g. I‐89)
Class 2 Roads (e.g. Rte 4A)
Class 4 Roads (e.g. Mechanic St.)
Class 5 Roads (e.g. Hardy Hill Rd)
Class 6 Roads (e.g. Atherton Rd)
Municipal Access Road
Parking Lots
Commercial/Subdivision Access Road
Private Drives

500 ft
300 ft.
200 ft.
100 ft.
50 ft.
200 ft.
100 ft.
100 ft.
50 ft.

Table 6. Size of roadway buffers used for wildlife

The remaining lands (unmarked on the map) include
developed areas that are primarily suited for wildlife
species that are tolerant of development. Developed
lands typically attract animals that are well‐adapted to
living in close proximity to humans, such as opossum,
gray squirrel, Norway rat, deer mouse, and mocking‐
bird. These wildlife species, while an important addi‐
tion to backyard wildlife viewing, were not the focus of
the wildlife studies completed during this project. They
are nonetheless listed on the accompanying species
lists since they do add species richness to each group
of organisms.
Over 450 species of vertebrate and invertebrate ani‐
mals were recorded during the 14‐month field effort
completed for Phase II of the NRI. Among most groups
this finding represents the plurality of species that

could occur in Lebanon. For example, 73% of mam‐
mals, 75% of birds, 81% of the amphibians, and 92% of
fish species that likely occur in the area were observed
by the author or recorded from a reliable, current
source. For invertebrates, however, the reverse was
true – a mere fraction, just 222 species, of the thou‐
sands of invertebrate species in Lebanon was recorded.
Owing to time limitations, most of the species observa‐
tions in this group were restricted to Lepidoptera
(moths and butterflies) and Odonata (dragonflies and
damselflies).
Appendix B (under separate cover) includes the species
lists for each wildlife assemblage studied. As indicated
at left, these include tallies of the following:

Sampling Methods ‐ General
Most of the species marked with an “X” on the species
lists (Appendix B) were observed directly by the author
or his field assistant. Anecdotal records of common or
otherwise unmistakable species were shared by a num‐
ber of other individuals and agencies as noted under
“Acknowledgments.” In each list the principal observer
is noted as well as the person who confirmed the re‐
cord. General sampling methods included active
searches for specific species in suitable habitats (the
most common approach), winter snow tracking of
mammals, point counts for breeding birds, aerial net‐
ting of day‐flying moths, butterflies, dragonflies and
damselflies, and dipnet sweeps of aquatic inverte‐
brates. No specimens or collections were taken (except
by photograph) and all temporarily netted or captured
individuals were released unharmed at their point of
capture. More specific details of active search and
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Total number of wildlife species observed in Lebanon be‐
tween July 2008 and September 2009
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2. Birds
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Culverts serve an important role as wildlife crossing areas
for smaller wildlife. Here, a mink had been using a pair of
culverts for crossing Meriden Road along Great Brook.
Adequately sized culverts and low bridges for wildlife
passage has become more and more important for wild‐
life officials and permitting agencies this past year, with
the result of a new set of stream crossing rules.

other sampling methods are contained within each
subsequent section.

DEER WINTERING AREAS & WILDLIFE CROSSINGS
SITES IN LEBANON

B. MAMMALS
Perhaps the most well‐known of all wildlife assem‐
blages, mammals were well represented in all corners
of the City of Lebanon. Although humans, dogs, and
cats clearly outnumber all wild species in developed
areas, the back woods of Lebanon contain a remark‐
able diversity of fur‐bearers, some of which signify how
wild parts of the Lebanon landscape really is. Thirty‐
eight species of mammals were recorded during the 14‐
month field period. All but two were recorded directly
by the field team. These two species, opossum and
southern flying squirrel, were documented by other
observers. Appendix B not only indicates which species
were observed and by whom, it also includes a roster of
observation type, such as sighting, track, scat, fur,
bone, claw marks, etc. It also highlights which species
are considered rare by the NH Fish & Game Depart‐ The above map shows where the 20 deer wintering areas (in green) were identi‐
fied in Lebanon from off‐road surveys and aerial photo interpretation. It also
ment and NH Natural Heritage Bureau.
Wildlife Crossings and Deer Wintering Areas
One of the primary reasons for keeping track of mam‐
mals in Lebanon was to better understand how they
have adapted to habitat fragmentation. The latter is
typically defined as the “breaking up” of natural habitat
into smaller pieces by roads, houses, and other devel‐
opment. The introduction of anthropocentric (i.e. hu‐
man‐caused) disturbance into natural habitat forces
the evacuation of species, alters predator‐prey interac‐
tions, and typically weakens the gene pool upon which
every population of organisms depends. Such distur‐
bance can take many forms, but the most common and
measurable is the splitting of habitat by roads. For this

shows where the 65 locations where wildlife were observed to be regularly cross‐
ing roadways. Over 70% of
the crossings involved
trails established by deer.
The remainder had a vari‐
ety of species using them,
such as coyote, red fox,
gray fox, river otter,
fisher, and mink.

reason, careful attention was paid to the locations
where wide‐ranging species cross roads. The map
above illustrates where 65 regularly used
“It is the mix and variability of ... three elements – what ani‐ road crossings were in the city.

mals eat, where they rest, and how they procreate, that de‐
termines their success and viability as a species.”

The map also illustrates the location of
deer wintering areas or yards. According

to NH Fish and Game biologist Kip Adams,
“[Deer Yards] consist of mature softwoods
(like spruce, fir and hemlock) that reduce
the amount of energy a deer uses for trav‐
eling and maintaining body temperature.
In these areas, deer collectively develop
and maintain trails through the snow,
where travel is easier and escape from
predators is enhanced. Wintering deer
naturally tend to disperse over large
enough areas to reduce competition for
food resources and risk of predation. Deer
routinely travel more than 10 miles to

the forested stand. Deer wintering areas totaled 1144
acres or roughly 4.3% of Lebanon. The smallest area (5
acres) was a portion of a deer yard located on the

3

reach these wintering areas. ”

In Lebanon, a preliminary deer wintering
area map was obtained from NH Fish &
Game, and then most areas were surveyed
on the ground to determine patterns of
usage. The winter of 2008‐2009 had a deep
enough snowpack to stimulate yarding be‐
havior ‐ specifically, snow depth was at
least three‐quarters the length of an adult
female’s foreleg, or roughly 16 inches. This
depth was exceeded by December 20, 2008
and road crossing surveys were initiated
three weeks later (January 16, 2009) in or‐
der to give them a little time to establish
trails.

A total of 20 identifiable deer wintering
areas were located from the field surveys,
80% of which were confirmed by off‐road
observations of stripped hemlock sapling
bark, heavily browsed understory shrubs, high density
fecal droppings, and well‐used winter trails. The re‐
maining areas were determined using aerial photo‐
graphs on the basis of softwood cover, mast availabil‐
ity, access to open water, and solar position (aspect) of
3 www.wildnh.com/Wildlife_Journal/WJ_sample_stories/
J_f01_More_Harm.pdf

Wintering deer often aggregate or establish trails near
open water. This crossing area was next to Stoney Brook.

Hanover‐Lebanon boundary. The largest, at 184 acres,
was located on the Landmark Lands east of Burnt
Mountain.
White‐tailed deer were not the only species of interest
during the road crossing survey. A number of other
mammals that can be considered wide‐ranging were
also tallied. These included coyote, red fox, gray fox,
river otter, fisher, and mink. Many of these species util‐
ized existing deer trails and others created their own. A
wildlife crossing by
one or more of
Eastern Coyote—NWF photo
these species was
recorded by GPS if
either, a) the trail
was very well es‐
tablished (mostly
by deer), or b)
there were multiple
crossings by one or
more species on
one or more days.
Exceptions to this
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rule included any predatory mammal – specifically
mink, long‐tailed weasel, or ermine, which used a cul‐
vert or small bridge underpass. Winter surveys of wild‐
life crossings took place on January 16, February 6, Feb‐
ruary 24, March 5, March 10, and March 20, 2009.

Snowshoe hare provide an invaluable prey source for many
of our predators. Often hidden from view on account of
their pelage, the “varying hare” is most apt to be seen dur‐
ing spring or fall when they undergo a color change from
white to brown or vice versa.

Over 70% of the wildlife crossings included deer as the
principal species. Of these, virtually all of the crossings
were alongside an unfragmented land area of > 500
acres in size. Nearly all of the deer trail crossings (80%)
were within one kilometer of a recognized deer winter‐
ing area. Those that weren’t were in the small portion
of Lebanon where the lack of roadways or property ac‐
cess permission did not allow the confirmation of deer
yard presence. The remaining 30% of the wildlife cross‐
ings that involved the six species mentioned in the pre‐
vious paragraph were also located alongside or between
large unfragmented blocks of land. The only exception
to this rule was the abundant rabbit run noted on Res‐
ervoir Hill.
Targeted Wildlife Species Accounts
Instead of trying to document every single mammal
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occurrence in Lebanon, particular focus was given to
those species that indicated good wildlife habitat condi‐
tion. After considerable discussion about which species
would represent good habitat condition among the di‐
versity of habitats in Lebanon, a decision was made on
the following five “target” species of mammals: beaver,
black bear, mink, moose, and river otter. The presence
of beaver was assumed to be associated with sufficient
water quality and quantity as well as adequate forage to
indicate good habitat conditions along smaller water‐
ways. Good beaver habitat also likely indicated the
presence of migratory waterfowl, shrub and marsh
birds, and a host of aquatic invertebrates. Black bear,
although an occasional “nuisance” species around gar‐
bage and bird feeders, in general require remote forests
and wetlands in order to be successful in maintaining a
healthy population. Mink also require good habitat
condition, specifically, fast flowing waters of sufficient
water quality to support crayfish, small fish, and
aquatic macro‐invertebrates. River otter, while living in
some habitats occupied by mink, also need remote
ponds and intact upper watershed wetlands and forests
in order to sustain adequate populations. A sixth target
species was not a mammal ‐ the zebra clubtail dragon‐
fly. This species is restricted to large flowing rivers – in
this case, the Connecticut, and is a good water quality
indicator of what was once a very polluted and unswim‐
mable river.
Careful records of each of these species were kept dur‐
ing every field outing. GPS points were taken at each
site where clear evidence of each of the six species was
present. Observations included numerous tracks (e.g.
bear trails), scent posts (especially for mink, otter and
beaver), and heavily browsed stands of pole‐sized red
maples (moose). For the zebra clubtail, only two indi‐
viduals were encountered at one locale along the Con‐
necticut River. Separate records were kept of observa‐
tions of four of these six species by other individuals.
Designated as “anecdotal records,” the map at right il‐

lustrates the location of these observations as well as
those recorded by the principal investigators.
Beaver were confirmed in at least 10 locales in Leba‐
non. The presence of over 115 miles of perennial
streams in Lebanon suggests that they were always a
part of the landscape in prehistoric times. According to
Helenette Silver, author of A History of New Hampshire
Game and Furbearers (Silver
1957), “(t)he beaver built Colo‐
nial America and Canada.”
The fur trade brought the very
first settlers to Lebanon, and
according to tradition, it was
the beaver meadow hay that
allowed settlers to keep live‐
stock and survive the first win‐
ters prior to clearing hayfields
of their own. After settlement, beaver pelts were still
the principle commodity, yet by the mid to late 1800’s,
they were largely trapped out. By 1905, over 40 years
after the last beaver was seen in Coos County, the state
gave them complete protection. Unfortunately, by then
they had been effectively extirpated from the state
(Silver 1957).

can also be found at Two Rivers Conservation Area,
although here they do not build dams or isolated
lodges and instead construct bank burrows.
Black bear have been the subject of many stories and
discussions in Lebanon. Their reputation as vicious
defenders of their cubs, stealthy destroyers of bird
feeders, garbage can raiders, and campground menaces
has not helped their image anywhere in the
state. “New Hampshire people have always
reckoned the bear an enemy,” writes Silver.
Bear have always been hunted, bounties were
paid up until the 1950’s, and restitution has
been awarded for bear damage to livestock or
personal property. In spite of being eradi‐
cated from the southern half of the state,
black bear has persisted since pre‐colonial
times, and in recent years has returned to
most parts of southern New Hampshire where they
were originally found by settlers. Estimated at a little
over one bear per five square miles, their population
fluctuates with changes in hard mast (i.e. acorn or
beechnut) production, winter severity and length, and
hunting pressure. Wherever they are found they tend
to have a distinct impact on the habitat. Because they

Responding well to reintroductions in the 1920’s and
1930’s, beaver have made a tremendous comeback
statewide. They are present from the seacoast to the
subalpine meadows in the state, and Lebanon’s claim
includes at least 45 beaver dams and 11 major wetland
complexes that retain beaver ponds and meadows on a
regular basis. Perhaps the most readily visible beaver
dam and pond complex is viewable off of Old Pine Tree
Cemetery Road. A closer inspection of an active pond
and lodge at this complex can be found along the trail
behind the Nature Walk Condominiums. Active beaver

According to Helenette Silver, author of A His‐
tory of New Hampshire Game and Furbearers
(Silver 1957), “(t)he beaver built Colonial
America and Canada.”

can be significant predators of other large mammals,
they are often considered indicators of a diverse and
healthy ecosystem. As one NH Fish & Game officer
puts it, “bears are a good indicator species of healthy
wildlife habitat. If a habitat supports bears, it will sup‐
port many other creatures.”4
Finding bear sign in Lebanon is fairly easy if you know
where to look. The map on the previous page shows
where 35 areas of bear concentration were found in

Bear sign is not hard to find if you know when and where
to look. The above pile of berry scat reached proportions
that made us keep an eye out for its maker.

Lebanon, with the plurality being on the Landmark
Lands and near Boston Lot Lake. Claw marks on tree
boles (as shown at right), excavated logs, piles of scat
(below), bite marks on saplings, regularly used trails,
and even bear “nests” were found in this part of town.
An estimated five to seven bears live in this large un‐
fragmented block of land,
which is among the highest
concentration
in
Lebanon
(Alcott Smith, p.c.).

Black bear cubs follow their mothers into hardwood trees
in early spring to eat the young leaves and buds.

are wide‐ranging, eat many different food types, and

Mink are medium‐sized mem‐
bers of the Mustelidae or weasel
family whose riparian habits

Peg Ridgely photo

4 www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Wildlife/faqs_black_bears.htm

Black bear have a
fondness for old
hemlock trees for
rubbing up against
and for marking
their territory. At
left, John Joline is
inspecting a tree
that is over 350
years old. Hem‐
locks of advanced
age (> 300 years)
develop soft, pur‐
plish‐red bark
plates that are soft
to the touch (pad).

are well known to trappers and trout fisherman alike.
Largely confined to a zone of less than 200 feet from a
water body (typically a stream or river), these active
predators rely upon clean water and ample aquatic
food sources in order to survive (Godin 1977, Boyd
2001). Mink
are
more
tolerant of
develop‐
ment, and
if a suffi‐
ciently
s h a d e d
stream or
river exist,
these deni‐
zens
of
flowing wa‐
ter will fre‐
quent and
even den in
such
lo‐
cales. As a
testament
t o
From: 1956 Cornell University Cooperative Extension Bulletin
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this fact, mink tracks were observed by a kayaker right
below downtown along the Mascoma River. Further
evidence is offered on the page 26 in noting a mink’s
regular use of a steel culvert for crossing a roadway.
A total of 14 locations for mink were recorded during
the study time period. These included the following
seven general areas in order of frequency: 1) Slayton
Hill Brook, 2) Alana Cole Conservation Area, 3) Mas‐
coma River, 4) Great Brook, 5) Farnum Hill, 6) Martin
Brook, and 7) the unnamed brook along Etna Road. A
fifteenth location was noted from a picture of scat
taken on the Landmark lands. Based on the regularity
and dispersed nature of the records, mink should be
expected in all locales of the City. This includes those
areas where there were no observations, such as Stock‐
well Brook, Trues Brook, Hibbard Brook, Blodgett
Brook and Hardy Hill Brook.

search of suitable foraging areas, winter shelter, and
mates. Travel routes often include ridges, extensive
swamplands, and grown‐over roadways. Unfortunately,
many of these travel routes intersect busy roadways,
and every year over 250 motorists in New Hampshire
collide with these half‐ton behemoths.5
In Lebanon, moose were noted in six general locales,
with a total of 36 areas of concentration. Not unlike
black bear, moose occurrences centered on unfrag‐
mented blocks of woodlands; however, these tended to
be located farther away from development and road‐
ways. The most frequent observations of moose sign
were south and east of the Lebanon City Airport in the
headwaters of Martin Brook. Remote forest and exten‐
sive wetlands were likely the attractant for the regular
visitors there. On Methodist Hill, where pole‐sized red
maples abound, the most prolonged evidence of
browse occupation was noted. Browse scars over 15
years old were commonly found. On Farnum Hill, the
browse evidence was scattered and irregular in age.
The predominance of white pine and red oak sug‐
gested that this site was more of a travel route between
upper Martin Brook and the Hibbard Brook headwa‐
ters where pure hardwood forests also offer exceptional
browse for fall bark‐strippers. The Landmark tract had

Moose are not infrequent in Lebanon; however, they have
some trouble moving from one unfragmented block of land
to another. Given the number of roads in the City, it is no
surprise that some of them end up on roadways, and unfor‐
tunately, end up on somebody’s bumper or hood. This year‐
ling was killed just 10 minutes after the picture was taken
along Route 10 north of West Lebanon.

Moose are an unmistakable and often unavoidable
member of the wildlife community in Lebanon. Grow‐
ing upwards of six feet tall at the shoulder and weigh‐
ing in excess of 1000 pounds, Alces alces is the largest
extant mammal in northeast North America (Runz
1991). As long‐legged animals, they travel widely in
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Stripped red maple bark is not an uncommon scene in
certain parts of the highlands of Lebanon
5

Snyder and Rines. www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Wildlife/
Wildlife_profiles/profile_moose.htm

its fair share of moose evidence, although movement
into and out of this forest block appeared to be se‐
verely blocked by roads, as evidenced by the above
story. The sixth major area for moose was the Eastman
Hill ‐ Shaker Mountain area. At the northwest end of
the largest unfragmented tract in the region, the area
above Monica Lane had the highest density of moose
browse in the entire City.
More than any other mammal, moose tend to point to
the integrity of large forested tracts of land (Runz
1991). Their home range can vary from as little as one
square mile to
over 25 square
miles.6 Whereas
four or five for‐
ested tracts of
land in Lebanon
serve the upland
forest needs of
local
moose
populations,
some of these
areas lack suit‐
able breeding and reproductive opportunities. Large
areas of open marsh or beaver‐impounded water are at
a premium, very often these areas are at the edge of
developed land or require one or more road crossings
to reach such a summer calving and rearing habitat. In
terms of what appears to be wholly intact moose terri‐
tories, the upper Martin Brook and Hibbard Brook
headwaters are the best sites for moose within the City
limits.
River otter is fundamentally a larger cousin of mink.
It inhabits rivers, streams, lakes and ponds, as well as
the upper watersheds of riverine systems. Its occur‐
rence in riparian buffers is equivalent to that of mink,
but its affinity for denning in riverbanks, stream banks
and old beaver lodges places it more closely along wa‐
ter courses in general (Boyd 2001). River otter is also
6

Snyder and Rines. Ibid.

less fond of developed locales,
and therefore does not tolerate
highly disturbed riparian habi‐
tats as much as mink. It was
no surprise that all five records
of otter concentration were
located away from the City
centers. These included winter
road crossings at Jenkins Road
and Stevens Road, an off‐road
track set on Signal Hill and Otter slide (left) versus
mink track set (right)
Farnum Hill, and a snow slide
photograph from near Rix
Ledges.
River otter can be expected to occur in virtually all of
the perennial waterways in Lebanon. Even the Mas‐
coma and Connecticut Rivers are sufficiently endowed
with fish and clean enough water to host an otter fam‐
ily or two along their reaches. Since limited field time
did not allow for a four‐season inspection of all of the
permanent drainageways in Lebanon, there are likely
records of observations that were missed. The remote
beaver marsh south of Cross Road, the Martin and
Hibbard Brook beaver impoundments, and “wetland

Not unlike their striped cousins, the arrow clubtail (Stylurus
spiniceps) prefers large, sandy‐bottomed rivers in which to
grow as larva, and prepare to emerge as an adult (above)

31” of the Landmark lands most certainly have otter
present.
Zebra clubtail was added to the list of target species
on account of its documented preference for large riv‐
erine systems. In fact, in the state of New Hampshire,
this black and yellow insect is restricted to the Con‐
necticut, Merrimack, and Ossipee Rivers. As a dragon‐
fly goes, it’s fairly large. At 2.25‐inches or so, the bril‐
liantly colored male has a pitch black abdomen with a
series of bright yellow rings around each segment –
hence the name “zebra.” The terminal abdominal seg‐
ments, not unlike many of its other clubtail cousins,
are expanded to form a ‘spatula’ or club. The combina‐
tion of markings and its habit of patrolling quickly
along river banks makes this an unmistakable species.

An essential ingredient to this high quality
habitat was the quality and quantity of the
water.

the region. Of these records, 35 of them were recorded
by other individuals or organizations. Credits are due
to David Jorgensen and Nicole Cormen of Lebanon,
Chris Rimmer of the Vermont Institute of Natural Sci‐
ences, and Bob Heitzman of Hartland, Vermont. Addi‐
tional records were gleaned from the Mascoma River
Resource Assessment (October 2009 draft), and the
NH Breeding Birds Atlas (Foss 1994) with updates from
the NH Bird Records.7

Birds were recorded primarily by sight, although some
species only identified by their diagnostic call or song.
This was true for red‐shouldered hawk along the Plain‐
field border, savannah sparrow at Townsend Farm, and
bobolink at Hardy Hill Road. Appendix B indicates the
breeding status for each species in Lebanon and lists
whether they were recorded as confirmed (CO) breed‐
ers, probable (PR) breeders, or possible (PO) breeders.
If they appeared as non‐breeders they were denoted as
“SI” (sighted). There is also a separate column for de‐
noting whether or not
LEBANON BREEDING BIRD SURVEY FIELD LOG ‐ 2009
they were recorded dur‐
ing the breeding bird sur‐
DATE
TIME STATION
WEATHER
vey (BBS).

Cloud

Temp

In sum, the study of six target species of wildlife al‐
lowed the research team to better understand the rela‐
tive condition of the wetland and upland habitats in
Lebanon. Field observations included numerous beaver
‐mediated wetlands, remote forests supporting resi‐
dential black bear, mink crossing and mink sign along
most major brooks, several unfragmented hardwood
pole stands with moose evidence, and widely scattered
sign of river otter. These records indicated that Leba‐

Great blue heron was not uncommon along many of Lebanon’s waterways, such as this
one pictured at Boston Lot Lake. An ardent hunter of small fish and amphibians,
herons breed in small colonies called “rookeries” in remote wetland locations. Al‐
though definitive heron rookery was found in Lebanon, there are several remote
beaver ponds that had ample habitat for them to breed.

non has very intact wildlife habitats scattered through‐
out the City. An essential ingredient to this high qual‐
ity habitat was the quality and quantity of the water.
Without sufficiently high levels of dissolved oxygen,
pH, and naturally occurring nutrients, the lower food
chain support of aquatic invertebrates would not have
been present in sufficient numbers to sustain the larger
vertebrate predators. Without sufficient recharge of
groundwater‐fed wetlands and stream systems, upland
wildlife would be faltering. This was not the case for
most of the mammals of Lebanon.

C. BIRDS

Wind
Direc‐
tion

Ppt

During four days in the
spring and summer of
Cover
C
kph
2009, a breeding bird
4/19/2009 (0827‐0837)
1
clear
14
light
WNW
‐
5/6/2009 (0720‐0730)
1
overcast
9
light
SE
scatt. shwrs survey (BBS) was con‐
ducted at specific locales
(0755‐0805)
2
overcast
10
light
SE
trace
in Lebanon. Each locale
(0810‐0820)
3
overcast
10
light
SE
trace
was chosen for its par‐
(0837‐0847)
4
overcast
13
‐
‐
‐
5/25/2009 (0735‐0745)
1
clear
6
trace
SW
‐
ticular mix of bird diver‐
7/17/2009 (0750‐0800)
1
fog clearing
13
‐
‐
some drip sity, with the intent of
possibly recording some
(0835‐0845)
2
sl. hazy
18
trace
SW
‐
of the less common spe‐
(0845‐0855)
3
sl. hazy
19
trace
SW
‐
cies in Lebanon. Since
(0915‐0925)
4
sl. hazy
22
‐
‐
‐
grassland birds have been
STA.#
STATION NAME
LOCATION
on the decline statewide,7
1
Mascoma Lake NW
Wetland slough at NW Mascoma Lk; start of bike trail
three of the four locales
2
Sunset Rock Rd
Jct of Sunset Rock Rd & Jenkins Rd
were in or near open
3
Hardy Hill Rd
Hardy Hill Rd W side 100 mN of Whipple Rd
grassland and shrubland
Goodwin Conservation
Hill Trail & Trail B jct 210 m from Great Bk
4
habitat. These sites in‐
Area
cluded Mascoma Lake
Northwest, Sunset Rock
PRINCIPAL HABITAT TYPES
Road, and Hardy Hill
1
Emergent marsh, hedgerow, wet meadow, upland field, open water
Road. The fourth station,
2
Upland field, hedgerow, residential area, hardwood forest
o

In Lebanon, just one observation of two zebra club‐
tails was recorded. They were seen at close range in
late July patrolling the banks of the Connecticut near
the East Wilder boat ramp. During a 10‐minute hunt‐
ing foray, they took down several midges, a couple
mosquitoes, and a water milfoil leafcutter moth
(Parapoynx allionalis). Not far away, a field assistant
found the insect pictured on the previous page, a
slightly less common cousin of the zebra clubtail. Sty‐
lurus spiniceps (arrow clubtail) also prefers large rivers
such as the Connecticut and Merrimack. The adults
have longer and narrower abdomens, which is evident
even in the larva pictured above. The individual was in
the process of emerging from its hardened case or exu‐
vium as an adult.

Wind

A total of 147 birds were observed during the 14‐month
3
Hay field, wet pasture, old field, hedgerow, pine grove, hardwood forest
project time period as a part of the Phase II NRI. This is
4
Riparian woods, semi‐rich mesic hardwoods
approximately three‐quarters of the species that have
Table 7. Breeding Bird Point Count Survey dates and weather conditions (above), and station list‐
been regularly observed in Lebanon and perhaps two‐ ing and habitat descriptions for each station (below). Results are on page V—42.
thirds of all possible species that have been recorded in 7 www.ebird.org

7

See the recent white paper
by Pam Hunt (2010), The
State of New Hampshire
Birds submitted to the NH
Fish & Game Department.
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Goodwin Conservation Area, sampled unfragmented
riparian habitat as well as a semi‐rich hardwoods for‐
est. Targeted species at
Goodwin
Conservation
Area included Louisiana
waterthrush,
American
redstart and purple finch.
As table 7 suggests, the
Mascoma Lake site was
sampled four times, where
as the remaining sites were
sampled just twice. Each
point count survey lasted
ten minutes wherein all
vocalizing males were re‐
corded both within a 30‐
meter radius circle and
outside of that circle.9

were recorded at the four BBS stations in Lebanon be‐
tween April 19 and July 17, 2009. Within a 30‐meter ra‐
dius of the count station there were 22 species among
47 individuals. In the habitat at large there were 58
species among 281 individuals. An average of 4.7 indi‐
viduals per count station suggested a vocalizing male
density of 1.3 per hectare or 3.3 per acre. Station count
averages equaled six species and 32.8 individuals per
station. The best count day was May 6, and the best
count station was at Mascoma Lake where two‐thirds
of the species and individuals were seen. The top 12
species are summarized in table 8. A complete tally of
breeding birds can be found in Appendix B.
Although the above data set is small and the sites were
non‐randomly selected, it does lend an idea about rela‐
tive abundance of breeding birds in these locales.
Quite evident from the above data, open wetland habi‐

A total of 60 species repre‐
sented by 328 individuals
SPECIES
Song sparrow
Red‐winged black‐
bird
American robin

BBS
SUMMARY
Relative Count (%)
SOSP

9.45

RWBL

8.54

AMRO

5.18

American crow

AMCR

4.57

Black‐capped
chickadee
Common grackle

BCCH

4.27

COGR

4.27

Blue jay

BLJA

3.96

Myrtle warbler

MYWA

3.35

Mallard

MALL

3.05

Warbling vireo

WAVI

3.05

Tree swallow
TRES
3.05
American gold‐
finch
AMGO
3.05
Table 8. Top twelve breeding birds in Lebanon at
all 4 stations in from April—July, 2009.
9

The 30‐m radius circle adheres to the US Fish & Wildlife Ser‐
vice’s BBS protocol for the Silvio Conte NWR, and can provide
a rough estimate of density if enough surveys are repeated
over a sufficient length of time.
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Turkeys are prolific breeders in the state, as evidenced by
this nest with 19 eggs. Although extirpated by hunting by
the early 1800’s (Silver 1957), it has made a remarkable come‐
back since the 1970’s thanks to efforts by the NH Fish &
Game Department.

tats were present in ample amounts at the four BBS
stations. Song sparrow, red‐winged blackbird, common
grackle, mallard, and tree swallow are preferably open
wetland obligates, and warbling vireo is commonly

found along riparian corridors in hardwood groves.
Robins, crows, blue jays, chickadees, and goldfinches
are generalists for open or semi‐open habitats espe‐
cially in developed areas, and myrtle warbler is a fairly
common forested habitat generalist. The last species
was likely very well represented on account of its habit
of vocalizing loudly from semi‐open perches at the on‐
set of breeding season.
Of the 60 species of breeding birds recorded during the
BBS, 45 were confirmed as breeders according to the
breeding evidence protocols in the NH Breeding Bird
Atlas (Foss 1994).10 Another 15 species were also re‐
corded as probable breeders or possible breeders dur‐
ing the BBS. Of special interest were the American kes‐
trel, cliff swallow, barn swallow, brown thrasher, and
purple finch. A single male kestrel in courtship flight
was recorded at the Hardy Hill Road station on May 6.
Like many open land species, the American kestrel has
declined in Lebanon for several decades, having just
one or two remaining
breeding sites in the
City. Both cliff and
barn swallow are mem‐
bers of “aerial insecti‐
vore” group, and are on
the decline because of
the effects of pesticide
use at their wintering
Newborn hermit thrushes south
areas in South America of Cross Road on June 26
(Hunt 2010). The num‐
ber of available nesting sites for good‐sized colonies
(e.g. old barns) is also diminishing in New Hampshire.
Brown thrasher, a member of the shrubland guild, is
currently absent from many areas where it was once
common. The repeated sighting of a vocalizing male at
Mascoma Lake suggested that it is a probable breeder
10

Positive breeding evidence can be any one of eight (8) dif‐
ferent observations, such as distraction display, nest build‐
ing, used nest, fledgling, occupied nest, adult carrying fecal

there. Purple finch, the New Hampshire state bird, is
also on the demise, although its ability to tolerate de‐
veloped habitats (and even thrive on the winter feeder
food), has made the cause for its decline harder to dis‐
cern.

Garth McElroy photo

Among the remaining observations of the 147 birds re‐
corded in Lebanon, there are a few noteworthy ones. In
Chapter V there is a picture of an immature black‐
crowned night‐heron. This unusual transient typi‐
cally occurs along major rivers in the state during the
post‐breeding season. Fledglings and immature birds
make up many of the scattered records of this normally
sub‐tropical to sub‐temperate species. At Trues Brook
there was a sighting of an adult Louisiana water‐
thrush in breeding condition with definite territorial
displays. This uncommon warbler is listed as a species
of conservation concern in both of New Hampshire’s
Bird Conservation Regions (BCR) largely because of its
purported decline in recent decades. Although it’s
listed as “stable” in the State of New Hampshire Birds
report, there is also a note saying that there is
“insufficient data” to determine a trend at the present
time.
Blue‐winged teal are small ducks that typically nest
in backwater pond edges, sedge marshes and reedy
shallows of large lakes (Robinson 1994). They are more

common in Midwestern prairie potholes and boreal
marshes but a few nest in New Hampshire. The 1994
Breeding Bird Atlas recorded just five confirmed records
in the state over a period of 5 years. The confirmed nest
in Lebanon is noteworthy not just for the City but for
the state as well.
During the late spring and summer of 2009 a report of
nesting merlin came to the project team via two biolo‐
gists working for the Vermont Institute of Natural Sci‐
ence (VINS). The report was confirmed by a local birder
and the nest was spotted by the Principal Investigator
soon thereafter. Right along the Connecticut River, this
nest was the first in a number of years in the area, and
one of only a handful in central New Hampshire in re‐
cent times. Although on the increase, the presence of
this fast‐flying falcon of remote lakes and rivers bodes
well for the health and integrity of wildlife along the
Connecticut River in Lebanon.
Red‐bellied woodpeckers are on the increase in Leba‐
non as they are in the rest of central New Hampshire.
These are very easy‐to‐identify woodpeckers with black
‐and‐white barred backs and grayish brown heads with
a bright red nape. Red‐bellied woodpeckers have been
expanding their range northwards in the past decade.
They were recorded for the first time during many of

the annual Christmas Bird Counts (CBC) in the region,
and will likely be more regular as year‐round residents.
An adult male was heard calling near The Falls develop‐
ment on May 6, 2009.
Vesper sparrows, not unlike the 15 or so grassland
birds in New Hampshire, are experiencing significant
declines statewide. It is for this reason that the updat‐
ing of the wildlife habitat map in Lebanon included a
careful review of grasslands. A total of 177 open “active
agricultural land” parcels (1414 acres) were identified
through roadside surveys and an analysis of the 2007
aerial photograph of the City. These areas included hay
fields, crop land, pastures, and fallow fields, all of which
provide suitable habitat for vesper sparrows. Just 23
sites exceeded 10 acres, which has been roughly associ‐
ated with the minimum size for successful breeding
pairs of vesper sparrows. Currently they are listed as a
“Special Concern” species in the state. In Lebanon, two
breeding pairs were observed on the Townsend Farm
fields on July 10, 2009.

D. REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Thirteen species of amphibians and five species of rep‐
tiles were observed during the study time period. Am‐
phibians included six salamanders, one toad, one cho‐
rus frog, one tree frog, and four true frogs. Reptiles in‐
cluded two turtles and three snakes. As the attached
species lists indicates, this represents approximately
85% of the amphibians and 33% of the reptiles that
could occur in Lebanon.10 All but one of these species
was observed by the principal field team and each of
them was recorded during active searches for these spe‐
cies.
In general, four habitat types were searched during sea‐
sons that were suitable for detecting species:

Although redback salamanders are one of the most abun‐
dant vertebrates in mixed mesic forests of New Hampshire
(Burton and Likens 1975), these ‘melanistic’ lead‐back forms
found at Starr Hill were extremely rare in Lebanon.

10

An excellent source of information on all amphibians and
reptiles in the state can be found http://
www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Wildlife/Nongame/
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Season

Type

Species

Early spring

vernal pools

salamanders, wood frogs, chorus frogs

Mid spring

small streams stream salamanders

Early summer

open marshes basking turtles, snakes, true frogs

Late summer/fall moist woods

tree frogs, terr. salamanders, snakes

As noted above, vernal pools are ephemeral water
bodies that lack fish and support obligate breeding am‐
phibians that require up to 60 days of inundation in
order to successfully breed (Tappen et al. 2008). Both
“mole salamanders” (Ambystomidae) occur in vernal
pools, as do wood frogs and occasionally, spring peep‐

At least 135 ephemeral water bodies in Lebanon were identi‐
fied as vernal pools . Most of the active pools had wood frog
or spotted salamanders present either as eggs, larvae, or
adults. On two occasions the much rarer, Jefferson complex
salamander eggs were found as depicted in the inset above.
This species is listed as “special concern” in the state owing
to its rarity and lack of observation records.

ers (chorus frog family, Pseudacridae). Over 145
ephemeral pools were identified during the 14‐month
NRI study, 40 of which were confirmed as vernal pools
in the spring by the presence of one or more of the
above obligate breeding amphibians. Another thirty‐
four of the ephemeral pools were confirmed as vernal
pools during the dry season (summer and fall) by their
estimated water depth, residual invertebrate species,
and occasional hibernating mole salamander nearby.
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Fifty‐nine pools were listed as “probable” owing to
their configuration and size, although no additional
supporting evidence was found. Finally, another five
pools were listed as “possible” owing again to their site
characteristics but without further evidence. In addi‐
tion, a total of 11 seasonal pools were identified. These
pools were found to be too small or shallow or both to
likely support obligate breeders in five out of ten years.
They did, however, appear to support some breeding
invertebrate (e.g. mosquitoes, midges, small beetles).
Each of these pool types are noted on the vernal pool
map above.
Perhaps the two most exciting finds among the am‐
phibians were the melanistic redback salamander and
the Jefferson salamander eggs. The first discovery, as
depicted above, took place on the first visit to Starr Hill
in September 2008. Near what was called the “figure
eight” vernal pool at the top of the hill several of these
dark colored morphs of Plethodon cinereus were found.
This dark color shade is somewhat unusual in New
Hampshire, and in checking with several colleagues,
including two authors of books on amphibians, it was
related that these were quite rare in New Hampshire.
Although “lead back” and “erythrystic” (red) forms had
been found before
(along with the stan‐
dard redback form),
few records of totally
black individuals in the
state were uncovered.
It is still a slight mys‐
Garter snakes (above)
and northern water
snakes (left) were seen
& reported from several
sites in Lebanon. Both
are non‐venomous and
excellent predators of
small mammals

tery as to whether or not these color morphs were geo‐
graphically isolated and perhaps on their way to be‐
coming a new species.
The second exciting Amphibian find in Lebanon was
the discovery of vernal pool eggs belonging to the state
“Special Concern” Jefferson salamander (Ambystoma
laterale‐ jeffersonianum). The egg masses, as depicted
above, are unmistakable in their size and texture and
are very unlike those of the much more common spot‐
ted salamander (A. maculatum). These egg masses
were found in at least four pools along a low ridge
south of Cross Road by a field assistant. Uncommon to
rare in the state, the discovery of this species in Leba‐
non expands the known range of this species into the
upper Connecticut River valley. Although it is probable
that they are more common than indicated in the
WAP, the positive identification of the species in this
region of the state sheds more light on their distribu‐
tion. This is particularly of interest to amphibian biolo‐
gists, since there are two different species in the state
that make up this group – the Jefferson’s (A. jefferson‐
ianum) and blue spotted (A. laterale), as well as a num‐
ber of hybrid forms.12
Not unlike amphibians, turtle and snake species are
not very numerous in the state (DeGraaf & Rudis 1983,
Taylor 1993, Mitchell et al. 2006). Exclusive of marine
turtles, just six species of turtles and 11 species of
snakes occur in the state. In Lebanon, all but three of
the rarest snakes (rattlesnake, hognose snake, and
black racer) can be found. During the study time pe‐
riod, only five of these species – painted and snapping
turtles, and garter, milk, and northern water snake
12

Since hybrid forms of the Jefferson‐blue spotted complex
can be indistinguishable from the two species in the field, it is
common practice to use the hyphenated scientific name for
any individual found. Unless good color morph adult males
are found, eggs, larvae and mixed morph adults usually go
under the name Ambystoma jeffersonianum‐laterale. Adult
females are typically clonal and polyploidal (more than one
set of chromosomes), an apparent evolutionary adaptation to
living life cycles without males.

Eastern painted turtles (left) and snapping turtles (right)
were regular visitors to every pond and lake in Lebanon.

were observed. Painted turtles were found at Boston
Lot Lake (as shown above), Mascoma Lake, and at sev‐
eral of the beaver pond wetlands scattered throughout
the town. Snapping turtles were present at Boston Lot
Lake and Mascoma Lake, although reports came in
from other parts of the City.
Garter snakes are fairly ubiquitous in Lebanon as they
are elsewhere in the state, and they were observed in
over a dozen locales in the City. A dead milk snake was
found on Route 10 near Trues Landing not far from the
cornfield in which it was likely living. Milk snakes have
also been seen at Poverty Lane Orchards according to
local reports. The northern water snake was reported
by a resident of West Lebanon, apparently seen while
hiking along a trail nearby. An unmistakable species,
these large inhabitants of perennial water bodies have
a diagnostic dark and light pattern on their backs not
Smooth green snakes are
increasingly uncommon in
the state and have disap‐
peared from the open
grasslands and wetlands it
once inhabited. Any reports
of this species in Lebanon should be reported to
Reptile & Amphibian Reporting Program (RAARP)
coordinated by the NH Fish & Game Department.

would likely produce records of brown
snake, redbelly snake, and ringneck
snake as well.

E. FISH
From Scarola (1987)

unlike timber rattlesnakes out west.
Although none of the less common reptile species were
observed, several should be able to be located in se‐
lected locales in Lebanon. Wood turtles prefer dense
shrubby borders along perennial streams and ample
habitat is present along Great Brook, Hardy Hill Brook,
Stoney Brook, and Trues Brook. Since a wood turtle
was found along Mink Brook in Hanover, it is very
likely that this species occurs in Lebanon. Another spe‐
cies of “special concern” is the green snake. Fond of
grassy fields, wet meadows, and open riparian woods,
this species is declining in the state (WAP 2005) and
“vulnerable” in the Northeast (Mitchell et al. 2006).
Ample habitat exists among Lebanon’s farmlands, as
well as areas along the Connecticut River. Greater ef‐
fort searching for snakes in old fields and garden areas

Atlantic or land‐locked salmon no longer freely travel up
and down the Mascoma, having been eradicated by the con‐
struction of 5 dams. Although the lower part is stocked with
juveniles every year, few ever get the chance to reach the size
of this 6.5 lb. female caught in Squam Lake.

Over half of the fish species recorded for
Lebanon were from well documented reports from the
NH Fish & Game Department. Warmwater species
such as rock bass, chain pickerel, and white perch and
coldwater species such as brown trout, rainbow trout,
and Atlantic salmon have been reported for the Mas‐
coma River (2009 Freshwater Fishing Digest). Addi‐
tional nongame species such as the carp, fallfish, com‐
mon shiner, and rainbow smelt have been reported for
the Connecticut River as well (NH Fish & Game De‐
partment Fish Survey Data 2008). The draft Mascoma
River Resource Assessment reports additional warm‐
water and nongame species for the Mascoma (MRRA
2009), and a number of private individuals have either
confirmed these records or corroborated them with
records of additional species such as pumpkinseed
sunfish and slimy sculpin.

Black‐nosed dace (top) and lake chub (bottom) were two
stream minnows found in Lebanon. The chub was seen be‐
low Boston Lot Lake; the dace were frequent elsewhere.

Nine of the fish species recorded for Lebanon were ob‐
served directly by the field team during the 14‐month
survey. One of the target species was brook trout (left),
since this tends to only occur in clear water streams of
high quality (Scarola 1987). Brook trout were found at
Great Brook, Stoney Brook, and Trues Brook. Brook
trout were also reported for the Mascoma River by sev‐
eral fishermen at the Mascoma Lake dam on May 25,
2009.13 A few of the trout ‘cohorts’ were found in the
smaller streams. These included three members of the
Minnow family (Cyprinidae): blacknose dace, longnose
dace, and lake chub. The two dace were seen along the
small stream leading south from the “Bottomless Pit”
in Hanover along the Etna Road, and the chub was
seen at the outflow stream of Boston Lot Lake. Blac‐
knose dace were also found at Trues Brook and along
Hardy Hill Road Brook.

Observations over the last decade have shown that the
largemouth has taken hold of many of the shallower
smallmouth habitats, and are even competing with yel‐
low perch, lake chub and golden shiners for weedy
shallows at the margins of lakes and ponds (Van de
Poll 2002). In contrast, the second shallow water dive
in the Connecticut River yielded only smallmouth bass,
where schools of up to 15 individuals were seen near
ledgy shoals and outcrops. Although not as well known
as a river fish, the smallmouth has nonetheless been
successful at it, as testified by the three to five pound
size of each of the fish in the schools that were ob‐
served.

F. INVERTEBRATES

Two shallow water dives were completed to document
some of the warmwater fish in Lebanon. The first was
Shore tiger
beetle
(Cicindela re‐
panda) along
the Connecti‐
cut River below
Wilder Dam

performed at Boston Lot Lake, where only two species,
largemouth and smallmouth bass were observed. Not
uncharacteristically for a small lake, the largemouth
bass outnumbered the smallmouth by 3:1. Like the
smallmouth bass, the largemouth was introduced into
the state from the Midwest, but much more recently.
13 The reach below the Mascoma Lake dam was stocked with
brown, rainbow and brook trout in the spring according to
http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Fishing/
fish_stocking_report_2009.html

Eastern lampmussel
(Lampsilis radiata) (left)
and Clymene moth (Haploa
clymene) (right)

A total of 222 invertebrate
species were recorded during the Phase II NRI in Leba‐
non. Ninety‐eight percent of the records were made on
the basis of active searches in a variety of wildlife habi‐
tats across the City.
Two additional observers provided data, and three
other scientists confirmed some of the species that
were recorded. Two principal groups of insects were
focused on – Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies)
and Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies). These two
groups are better known than most invertebrate fauna
groups, and have therefore played a larger role in the
conservation of specialized habitats. One species, the
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Lepidoptera –Butterflies

Fred Goodwin in his flower and vegetable garden, with one
of his revered butterflies (northern cloudywing) at right

zebra clubtail has already been discussed above under
the ‘Targeted Wildlife Species Accounts’ on account of
its affinity for large rivers and requirement for good
water quality. Another, Chaetaglaea cerata, a moth, is
the only state‐listed endangered Lepidoptera in the re‐
gion. The other two groups listed in Appendix B,

Little wood satyr

aquatic macro‐invertebrates and “other invertebrates,”
added information to the general picture of biodiver‐
sity in Lebanon but did not receive an in‐depth ac‐
counting owing to limited field time.
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There are over 100 species of butterflies and an esti‐
mated 1,000 species of moths that could occur in Leba‐
non. The 63 species that were recorded include some
of the most common and visible of these ‘lepido’ =
scale + ‘ptera’ = winged, or ‘scale‐winged’ insects. Mon‐
arch butterflies are perhaps the best known, since their
bright black, white, and yellow caterpillars are easily
seen on milkweed plants in summer and their large
orange and black adults are a signal of the onset of fall
as they migrate southwards to the highlands of Mexico.
Yet monarchs are just one member of the brushfooted
butterflies (Nymphalidae), which include some of the
common nectar‐eaters such as the fritillaries (Speyeria
and Boloria), the commas (Polygonia), the admirals
(Limenitis), and the satyrs (Enodia etc.). With a pen‐
chant for flower gardens and old fields in bloom, up‐
wards of three or four dozen of these intricately col‐
ored butterflies can be seen in a single day at the right
time of year. 14
In Lebanon, butterflies were first researched with the
help of a local butterfly enthusiast, Fred Goodwin. Fred
provided the field team with a list of sightings in or
near his vegetable and flower garden off Poverty Lane,
and in the year that ensued, nearly all of the species
that he had recorded was observed elsewhere in the
City. Particularly good locales for butterfly flights were
discovered on Signal Hill, the maintained scrub‐shrub
fields south of the Lebanon Airport, along Hardy Hill
Road, at Baker’s Crossing Conservation Area and at
Pine Hill Cemetery. Early season mourning cloaks were
seen in the semi‐rich hardwoods areas south of Cross
Road and eastern tiger swallowtail soon followed along
Atherton Hill Road. Cabbage whites were seen in late
May along Hardy Hill Road, and in June northern
14

Excellent guidance on butterfly flights can be found in
any number of field guides, including Glassberg’s Butter‐
flies Through Binoculars (1993), Peterson’s Field Guide to the
Butterflies (Klots 1979), or Butterflies of the North Woods
(Weber 2006).

Rosy maple moth
(Dryocampa rubicunda)
caterpillar (above, and
adult (right), a member
of the Saturnidae.

cloudywings (above) were spotted in a forest opening
near Great Brook Road. By July the northern pearly
eyes were common at Boston Lot Lake and in mid‐
August common wood nymphs were out in force at the
Lebanon Airport, while silver‐bordered fritillaries were
frequent on Mount Tug. By September, clouded sul‐
phurs were abundant at the Pine Tree Cemetery and
migrating monarchs were sailing over Signal Hill.

nectaries well before dawn (Himmelman 2002). Unless
an active night search by light or bait is performed,
most moths will be encountered only occasionally.
This was the general pattern of the moth survey results
for the Phase II NRI. As a result, all moths that were
observed were recorded. The easiest form of “capture”
was by digital photograph, which allowed for image
enhancement to illustrate features that could be re‐
searched to identify the species using web sites, field
guides, and other references. This procedure was ap‐
plied to caterpillars as well, which were relatively
abundant on summer jaunts through open fields and
wetland edges. Mostly known for their destructive ca‐
pabilities (for example, gypsy moth, tent caterpillar,
and hornworms), many of the caterpillars encountered
were equally as attractive as their adult forms, as exem‐
plified by the photo to the left.

Lepidoptera – Moths
About half of the Lepidoptera observed in Lebanon
were moths. Although this number is hardly indicative
of the moth diversity potential in the City, it did in‐
clude many of the common day‐flying moths. Moths
generally fly at dusk and finish their forays for flower

Common spreadwing (Lestes disjunctus) is one of the com‐
mon damselflies of low quality waters in Lebanon

Hemlock looper (Lambdina fiscellaria) (left) and evening
primrose moth (Schinia florida) (right) typify the differ‐
ences among the 1000+ moths in Lebanon. The looper is a
multiple species tree feeder (caterpillars eat leaves and
adults pollinate tree flowers), whereas the evening primrose
moth feeds on exclusively on evening primroses both as
larva and adult.

A large number of moths have specific flight seasons
just as butterflies do. Beginning in March in central
New Hampshire, adults that over‐winter begin to
emerge, start to feed after being dormant under tree
bark or other shelter, and seek mates to breed with.
Most species produce one or two broods a year, al‐
though some take two years to go through an entire

life cycle. The latter species over‐winter as instars (a
stage in caterpillar development), and then emerge to
feed and pupate in the spring. Still other species lay
eggs at the onset of winter wherein the eggs hatch in
early spring to develop into adults by mid‐summer.
Among the 1,000+ species of moths in New Hampshire,
there is an incredible variety of ways in which species
feed, reproduce, and enter diapause (resting state) to
withstand extreme temperatures. (Wagner 2005).
Among the moths observed in Lebanon, tree bark
dwelling species were encountered the most fre‐
quently. In late fall and early spring, members of the
owlet family (Noctuidae) appeared frequently, such as
Grote’s sallow (Lithophane grotei) and gray Quaker
(Orthosia alurina). By mid‐spring the large geometer
(Geometridae) moths were in flight, including the hem‐
lock looper pictured above and the eight‐spotted for‐
ester (Alypia maculata). Mid‐summer brought out the
Hypeninine owlets such as the Baltimore Bomolocha
moth (Hypena baltimoralis). In mid to late August sev‐
eral other geometers were frequent in mixed mesic
(moist) woods, such as the yellow spotted renia (Renia
flavipunctalis) and ambiguous moth (Lascoria am‐
bigualis). Fall flights included second brood flyers as
well as late season moths such as Bruce spanworm
(Operophtera bruceata) and fall cankerworm moth
(Alsophila pometaria).

Marsh bluet Enallagma ebrium

Odonata – Dragonflies and Damselflies
Unlike most moths, dragonflies and damselflies are
wetland obligates during the larval stage of their life

cycle. While most of them require good water quality
in which to develop as aquatic larvae, there can be
quite a gradient between one group and another as far
as pollution tolerance goes. For example, members of
the genus Ophiogomphus (snaketails) and Soma‐
tochlora (emeralds) have pollution tolerances as low as
(1) on a 1 – 10 point scale,15 while most members of the
spreadwing group (Lestidae) have tolerance values
above (8) (Barbour et al 2001). For this reason, the ac‐
tive searches that took place for Odonates tended to
focus on selected species and specialized habitats.
As noted above, the target species along the Connecti‐
cut River belonged to the riverine clubtail group. Both
the slightly more common Stylurus scudderi (zebra

tolerance, and are therefore highly sympatric with an‐
other pollution‐intolerant organism, one of their prin‐
cipal predators, the brook trout.
Not all dragonflies or damselflies that were recorded
were specialists or had pollution sensitivities. The
widow skimmer (Libellula luctuosa) pictured below is
not infrequent in small ponds or lakeshores that have
somewhat compromised water quality. Like most
skimmers, this species can tolerate extreme water tem‐
peratures, hyper‐oxygenated conditions in summer
and anaerobic conditions in winter. Similarly, the
bluet group (Enallagma spp.) can also tolerate mesot‐
rophic (somewhat compromised) or eutrophic
Fishing spiders (Dolomedes tenebrosus) like the one
above are considered aquatic macro‐invertebrates be‐
cause of their habit of walking on water, hunting above
and beneath the surface, and being able to hide from
predators for over 30 minutes underwater by virtue of air
bubbles that adhere to their hairy body surface.

Larval spiketail
(Cordulegaster maculata) is
one of the pollution intol‐
erant aquatic species found
in some of the clean water
streams of Lebanon

clubtail) and the less common Stylurus amnicola
(riverine clubtail) were found at East Wilder Boat
Launch. On July 30, 2009, adult zebra clubtails were
observed flying along the shoreline and two larval riv‐
erine clubtails were seen crawling along the banks get‐
ting ready to emerge as adults. Along some of the
smaller stream systems such as Great Brook and Hardy
Hill Brook, another pollution sensitive Odonate was
found in considerable quantity, the twin‐spotted
spiketail (Cordulegaster maculata). The larvae of this
species have unmistakably pointed abdomens, as de‐
picted above. They are rated very low (3) for pollution
The standard pollution tolerance scale is from (1) – pollution
intolerant, to (10) – extremely pollution tolerant. For a roster of
aquatic organisms and their approximate pollution tolerance lev‐
els by region of the country, see Barbour et al. 2001. Rapid Bio‐
assessment Protocols for Use in Streams and Wadeable Rivers: Pe‐
riphyton, Benthic Macroinvertebrates, and Fish. Second Edition.
US EPA.
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Widow skimmer (Libellula luctuosa) is another frequent
inhabitant of small ponds with fairly poor water quality

(compromised) water quality conditions as larvae. The
marsh bluet (left) is just one of the dozen or so Enal‐
lagma species that can be found in Lebanon.
Most of the 41 species of Odonata observed in Lebanon
were fairly common species and can be found through‐
out the region. These included several bluets, the eb‐
ony jewelwing, several clubtails, skimmers, and white‐
faces (see list in Appendix B). However, there were also
a few not‐so‐common species observed. Besides the

riverine clubtails noted above, at least two other spe‐
cies deserve mention. The first, the tule bluet
(Enallagma carunculatum) was captured by net along
the Connecticut River on the same day as the riverine
clubtails. Like most bluets, this diminutive damselfly
has a diagnostic pattern of blue and black on the abdo‐
men as well as a characteristic shape to the male ap‐
pendages or cerci. The species is recorded along the
large rivers of the state and is considered uncommon
to rare (P. Hunt, p.c.). The second species is another
damselfly, the blue‐fronted dancer (Argia apicalis).
Listed as uncommon to rare in the state since it is at
the northern limit of its natural range in New Hamp‐
shire, several of these individuals were found in the
slow backwaters of an island in the Connecticut River
in early September. Unlike the other members of the
genus, the males have a distinctly black abdomen with
a powder blue tip and thorax. Females are largely black
on the abdomen and orange‐brown on the head and
thorax.
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Cow path tiger beetle (Cicindela purpurea) (left) and
shore or bronzed tiger beetle (C. repanda) both like very
dry and sandy habitats in which to live. They hunt by
using their camouflage to stalk and chase prey on foot. If
approached too closely they will fly but only for short
distances, whereupon they return to hiding from view

Other Invertebrates
A total of 63 aquatic macro‐invertebrates other than
dragonflies and damselflies were noted in Lebanon wa‐
ters. This included common species such as the flat‐
head mayfly (Stenacron interpunctatum), the brush‐
legged mayfly (Isonychia bicolor), and the eastern

The diversity of fish and aquatic invertebrates
alone suggest that Lebanon is far from being
overly compromised by the extent of devel‐
oped land within it. On the contrary, some of
these spaces still retain a very wild feel about
them, and offer the casual visitor vistas and
natural ecosystems that rival remote sites in
northern New Hampshire.
lampmussel (Lampsilis radiata). Records also included
some of the less common species such as the trumpet‐
tube caddisfly (Phylocentropus sp.) as well as some of
the more unusual species such as fishing spider
(Dolomedes tenebrosus). The latter species, although a
member of the Arachnidae, is nonetheless considered
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aquatic because of its habit of living on or adjacent to
permanent water and its ability to hunt prey beneath
the surface. It can withstand submersion for up to 30
minutes or more by using air bubbles trapped along its
hairy surface. It will catch tadpoles, small fish, and a
host of other aquatic invertebrates in this way.
Away from water another 58 species of terrestrial in‐
vertebrates were encountered. These included a wide
variety of groups, including terrestrial snails, slugs,
millipedes, spiders, ticks, beetles, flies, and bees. One
of the target beetle species that is state endangered
was the cobblestone tiger beetle (Cicindela marginipen‐
nis). Globally rare, this half‐inch long inhabitant of is‐
lands in the Connecticut River is listed under the fed‐
eral Endangered Species Act as well. It is confined to
sandy‐cobbly shores that are largely free of vegetation
in the summer. Although high water in 2009 did not
allow for an adequate inspection of its known locale,
another island in the Connecticut River was visited in
early September and produced another distinctive spe‐
cies of tiger beetle, the shore tiger beetle (Cicindela re‐
panda). Additional searches of dry sandy spots in town,
such as the Pine Tree Cemetery yielded three other
species in that genus, C. purpurea (cow path tiger bee‐
tle), C. sexguttata (six‐spotted tiger beetle), and C.
duodecimguttata (twelve‐spotted tiger beetle).

